Top 9 Effective Ways Of Duvet Cover Cleaning

Most of us regularly wash our sheets and pillowcases, but duvet cover cleaning differs.
Some of us rarely wash our duvets, but this task needs to be completed at least once a year.
We lose skin cells every night and start sweating while we sleep. This encourages the growth
of dust mites, which leave behind droppings that feed bacteria and lead to breathing
problems and dry eyes. Our pillows and duvets become piled with these bodily fluids, skin
cells, and sweat. Here is a list of the best ways to take care of your duvet cover.

9 Best Ways of Duvet Cover Cleaning:
#1 - Pre-treat Stains:
To help your duvet look as new as it can be, it's a good idea to pre-treat stains before
washing. Look through your bedding to find small or large stains that need more attention. It
is also an excellent time to check for small rips or tears since the goal is to clean your
bedding, not the duvet filled out of your washer.

#2 - Wash the Bedding:
Take out the duvet cover before washing your duvet. If you're stuffing the bedding into the
machine, you might consider transporting it to a laundromat for a larger washer, as you'll
want to spread it out as much as you can inside your machine.

#3 - Set the Tennis Balls in the Washer:
The next step is to put each tennis ball in a clean sock, then tie the sock to keep the tennis
ball inside. Put them in the laundry with your bedding for extra agitation to help clean your
duvet of body oils, sweat, and dirt.
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#4 - Add Laundry Detergent:

Fill the machine's detergent dispenser with about half the soap recommended for an
average load of laundry. Duvet cover laundry service suggests avoiding using bleach or liquid
softener and detergent on the bedding.

#5 - Run the Washer After Choosing a Cycle:
Set the washer to a gentle, warm water cycle to wash your duvet. Include an extra wash and
spin cycle if your machine offers the option.

#6 - Remove All Soap Remains and Check Them:
Check for soap remains after removing your duvet from the washing machine. Rewash your
duvet without soap or run it through another wash and spin cycle if you feel soap residue or
notice suds.

#7 - Transfer to The Dryer:

After making sure your duvet is free of any soap residue, carefully remove it from the
washer and transfer it to a dryer that is the right size. Start drying by setting the dryer to low
or air-dry. You can hang your duvet to dry on a line or drying rack to avoid using the dryer.
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#8 - Check the Dryer and Fluff:
While drying, check on your duvet occasionally to ensure the fluff is dispersed evenly.
Additionally, you might want to remove and fluff it by hand, ensuring it doesn't feel too
warm.
Schedule your day appropriately because it may take your bedding three or more hours to
dry completely. When the fill is distributed evenly, and the item feels light, it is dry. Put it in
the dryer for a bit longer if you're unsure if it's burnt. Duvets that aren't dry after washing
run the risk of developing mildew and smell, so it's best to be safe than sorry.

#9 - Clean up the Rest and Make Your Bed:
When your duvet is completely dry, take it out of the dryer and get ready to wash your
pillows or try to make your sheets look brighter. You're ready to put on that duvet cover and
catch some zzz's in your fresh and clean bedding once all the bedding you want to clean has
been washed and dried.

Conclusion:
You must take your duvet to a professional duvet cover laundry service like Hello Laundry. In
the same way, it is best to leave your duvet in the hands of a professional if the filling is
made of a delicate natural fiber, like feather or down. Hello Laundry's duvet cover cleaning
experts have the skill and knowledge of chemicals and techniques. So book your laundry
collection and benefit from free pick up and delivery service of duvet cover cleaning.
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